
ST. JOHN BOSCO RC PRIMARY SCHOOLDesign and TechnologySkills Map
YEAR 4

Focus: Mechanisms Focus: Construction and Textiles Focus: Cooking
Design  Use research and develop criteria to inform thedesign of innovative, functional, appealing productsthat are fit for purpose, aimed at particularindividuals or groups

 Generate, develop, model and communicate ideasthrough discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, patternpieces and computer-aided design
 Can they create a final design for their product basedon initial ideas and revisions, based on existing ideas?
 Can they create a detailed plan considering theirtarget audience, design criteria and intended purpose?
 Can they collect and use information to generateideas?
 Can they consider the way the product will be usedwhen planning?
 Do they understand designs must meet a range ofcriteria?
 Can they make ongoing sketches and annotations andconstraints?
 Can they think ahead about the order of their work?
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Make  Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment toperform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping,joining and finishing], accurately

 Select from and use a wider range of materials andcomponents, including construction materials, textiles andingredients, according to their functional properties andaesthetic qualities.
 Can they measure accurately to build effective structures?
 Can they experiment with a range of techniques to increasestability in a structure?
 Can they use finishing techniques, showing an awareness ofaudience? (e.g. sanding, varnishing, glazing)
 Can they consider which materials are fit for purpose andjoin them appropriately?
 Can they devise a template or pattern for their product?
 Can they increasingly model their ideas before making?
 Can they measure accurately to centimetres and grams?
 Can they use permanent and temporary fastenings to join?
 Join with a greater range of techniques – e.g. staples
 Strengthen joins and corners in a variety of ways
 Can they use equipment and tools with increased accuracy andsafety?
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TechnicalKnowledge  Apply their understanding of how tostrengthen, stiffen and reinforce morecomplex structures

 Understand and use mechanical systems intheir products [for example, gears, pulleys,cams, levers and linkages]
 Understand and use electrical systems in theirproducts [for example, series circuitsincorporating switches, bulbs, buzzers andmotors]
 Apply their understanding of computing toprogram, monitor and control products
 Can they use a simple circuit and addcomponents to it?
 Can they add electricity to create motion ormake light?
 Can they make a product which uses bothelectrical and mechanical components?
 Do they understand how some properties canbe used – e.g. waterproof?
 Can they select and use appropriate equipmentand tools accurately and safely?
 Can they explain why they have selectedmaterials, tools and techniques to use?
 Can they independently manipulate materialsusing a range of tools and equipment?
 Can they measure, cut and assemble withaccurately?
 Can they make a product which uses mechanicalcomponents?
 Can they use a range of components (e.g.levers, linkages and pneumatic systems)?
 Do they understand how wheels, axles, turningmechanisms, hinges and levers all worktogether?
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Cooking AndNutrition    understand and apply the principles of a healthy andvaried diet

 prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savourydishes using a range of cooking techniques
 understand seasonality and know where and how avariety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught andprocessed.
 Can they select their own suitable ingredients whencooking or baking?
 Do they present food in an appealing way?
 Can they understand and explain safe food storage?
 Can they evaluate food by taste, texture, flavouretc?

EVALUATE - ALL MODULES
EVALUATE  Investigate and analyse a range of existing products

 Evaluate ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider theviews of others to improve their work
 Understand how key events and individuals have helped shape the world

 Can they talk about what they like and dislike, giving reasons?
 Can they develop their designs through their own reflection and the evaluation ofothers?
 Can they carry out tests before making improvements?
 Can they think about their ideas as they progress and make changes to improvetheir work?
 Can they assess how well their product works in relation to the design criteriaand the intended purpose?
 Can they explain how they could improve their design and how their improvementwould affect the original outcome?

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DESIGN  Generate, develop, model and communicate ideas through discussion, annotatedsketches, crosssectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces andcomputer-aided design

 Can they use IT, independently, to research and plan their design?
 Can they use digital photography to present, design or finish work?


